ANAL SPHINCTER / PERINEAL TEAR REPAIR
HANDS ON DISSECTION COURSE

19th May 2017
NEWCASTLE SURGICAL TRAINING CENTRE, FREEMAN HOSPITAL

This course enables a clear understanding of the importance of recognizing obstetric anal sphincter injuries. Surgical options are combined with a holistic approach, and the consequences of missed diagnosis and poor repair techniques are demonstrated. Anatomy lessons are reinforced with models and complex repairs are simplified into basic surgical procedures. There is plenty of opportunity to practice the procedures under supervision by the experience faculty.

COURSE STRUCTURE

- One day course
- Anatomy and Physiology
- Indications and techniques for episiotomy
- Tips and pitfalls on making a diagnosis
- Interactive session with evidence based
- The perineal clinic
- Risk factors
- Prevention of obstetric anal sphincter injuries

REGISTRATION FEE:
£225
Includes, refreshments, morning break and lunch

For further information regarding registration:
Lorraine Waugh
Education Manager
Newcastle Surgical Training Centre
Direct line: 0191 2231264
lorraine.waugh@nuth.nhs.uk
Website: www.nstcsurg.org

COURSE DELIVERY
- Simulated models
- Porcine tissue
- Didactic lectures
- Group discussions
- Hands on procedures

COURSE FACULTY

Karen Brown, Consultant Obs & Gynaecologist
Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust

Santosh Puthuraya, Consultant Obs & Gynaecologist
University Hospital of North Tees

Jen Riley, Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust
Megan Murdoch, Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust

Paul Hainsworth, Consultant Colorectal Surgeon
Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust

Stefan Plusa, Consultant Colorectal Surgeon
Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Trust

TARGET AUDIENCE: Obs & Gynae Trainees, Nurse Practitioners